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Attention from Law Enforcement
Takedown of AlphaBay 
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Matching to Generate Investigative Leads
Which 
accounts 
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Database of Seller Accounts
Data are in the public domain: Web scrapes 
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Methodology for Matching
PGP keys to generate labels
Assumption: 
Same PGP key → same seller











(Adapted from Christen 2012, Ventura et al. 2015)
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Consider each 2-month period:
Scrapes From 2012-2016
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● 2-month periods from 2014-2016
● Concatenate pairs from each period: 
~39 million pairs 

























(Adapted from Christen 2012, Ventura et al. 2015)
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● Edit distance of 
IDs























● Edit distance of 
IDs








Random forest, with labels 
generated by PGP keys
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● Edit distance of 
IDs








Random forest, with labels 





























For those with same PGP, we are getting around 92-93% 
predicted matches
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Single linkage: Each account in cluster matches 
with at least one other account in cluster
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Improvement: Manual Labeling
● Using model predictions – are they right?
● In particular:
















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 17 19
Number 
of Sellers
7613 724 317 104 34 17 10 8 6 5 1 3 2 1 1
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8: PGP keys are right 34: model is right
172: PGP keys are right
43: model is right
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Manual Labeling for Large Clusters
Cluster of 17
          donaldo       Agora
           orwell     Pandora
      privatepete   Evolution
             rock       Hydra
             rook   Evolution
             rook     Pandora
             Rook       Agora
    HumboldtFarms       Agora
    HumboldtFarms   Evolution
          joogman       Agora
          JoogMan   Evolution
    710SuperStore   Evolution
    WestCoastCure       Agora
       OrangeHill   Evolution
      cannalution   Evolution
     TheUnlimited Silk Road 2
 WestSide_COnnect   Evolution
Username Marketplace
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Various Approaches
●Supervised + fix final clusters
●Retrain model (Semi-supervised/active 
learning)
●Unsupervised + leave manually labeled 
data out for comparing results
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Conclusion
● Developed methods to match seller accounts
● 11,000 accounts→ ~9,000 unique sellers
● Can be used for generating investigative leads, 
or getting an accurate count
● Some limitations:
– Selection of time periods is arbitrary
– False positives for those without PGPs
          donaldo       Agora
           orwell     Pandora
      privatepete   Evolution
             rock       Hydra
Username Marketplace
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Full List of Similarity Measures
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Variable Importance
# idDist                   2445.58708
# descriptionJaccard       1538.29133
# titleJaccard             1212.87927
# profileJaccard            577.56915
# catDosageJaccard          185.43280
# sameMarket                141.79639
# catDosageUnitJaccard       93.89869
# catUnitJaccard             48.22257
# diffNumTitleTokens         40.02412
# diffMin                    38.33335
# diffMedian                 35.11123
# diffMax                    34.24566
# diffMean                   33.09573
# diffNumDescriptionTokens   33.01286
# diffFrac                   31.99576
# diffRange                  29.20987
# catJaccard                 25.96686
# totalSalesDays             25.47618
# diffDiversity              25.16467
# diffFeedback               24.77667
# salesOverlap               24.64096
# diffNumProfileTokens       24.38396
# diffSalesDates             23.24167
# diffNumListings            22.19749
# diffDaysActive             21.38895
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Shiny App for Manual Labeling
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